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authority may appoint its instructor of methods to help schools
in organising the test. Both the district education authority
and the pedagogical laboratories arrange for special consulta-
tions with the instructor of methods, and with their ablest
teachers, for those who need help and information, particularly
in the village schools.
The entire responsibility for the test in each subject rests with
the subject teacher, who shares responsibility for the questions
and does the marking. Teachers are warned that if anyone is
discovered deliberately marking too high or too low he or she
will be held answerable to the administrative authorities. On no
account are tests to be turned into the old-type examination;
and it is the duty of the Director of the local education authority
to see that this does not take place* No central authority may
issue sets of questions for a number of schools, or even for one
school, for any test. All questions, whether for the written or
oral tests, must be approved by the Director or Head of the school.
Nor are teachers permitted to set the pupils typical questions as
revision. To work a syllabus from questions is unthinkable. The
pupils are informed beforehand of the particular matter on which
they will each be tested and they may prepare for their answer
by using the ordinary textbooks.
Questions must be such as will show whether the pupil has
learnt the year's work. If for some reason it has beea found
impossible to complete the year's syllabus, the Head must in-
form the district education authority of the fact, and that in
turn informs the regional education authority. Should the
reason be considered unsatisfactory, the Director or Head is
answerable. In serious cases it may mean dismissal.
Great attention is paid to the well-being of the pupil during
the examinations, the object being simply to test his fitness for
promotion into the next form. Preparatory work includes da$s
revision, which has to be carried out during the whole of the
second half-year and must not be left for the last fortaigfet.
In order to prevent the nervous state that so often occttrs "with
examinations, explanatory work on the puxpo&e and process of

